
Typically, every thine the government says ebiut the assassination of 

President 'John F. Kennedy leaves more questions then it answers. In the case of the 

pt autopsy pictures end ;erns, few qu?stione ere answered, none unequivocally, end 

entirely eew questions are raised. 

The 71ashington lost for November 4,1966, euotos two o. the autopsy doctors 

as concluding the pictures they sew the previous day are actually those of the 

autopsy. There 12 nothing stronger they can say, Co!,  they n,ver sew the pictures 
eviary, 	1144011701,rie vs; 6106,441 

before. Miy, then, can the doctors sea pictures three years after the assassination 
A 

when the autopsy pictures were denied them - and they knew this would be the case - 

as the vesis for their testimony. durine the testimony, to meet the reeuirements 

the legal test of "best evidence", these pictures end ::rays were requisite. 

may, of course, be true that the doctors 5r- confident these are the pictures, 

end it is horrible to mnceive that these could be other then the genuine pictures 

token at the time of the autopsy and delivered undeveloped to the Secret Seevice. 

But What is conspicuously lacking in the government's statements is another legal 

requirement, a chain of evidence linking these pictures from the eutoesy bench to the 

14,1441" 
archive. (I discuss this at some leneth in my tortlIeJamia,g_boe'e, qaTEW1:7E 

DID IT!) 

The doctors are quoted as seying "the pictures shceeed just whet we testified 

to." Here again, substantial questions, for the doctors testified to much, including 

the impossibility of that one magical bullet, Exhibit 399, hoving inflicted seven 

non-fetal injuries on both the President and Governor ena emerging from this un-

precidented historu virtually intact, unmutileted an the word the Report o: the 

President's ',;ommission shuns, undeformed. The doctors also testified that the rear 

non-f-tal injury to the :.'resident coincided ,ith the damage to his garments. lhis 

demege was aemroximately six inches below the collar, not in the neck, as the 

doctors also testified. This conflict in the medical testimony cannot be reconciled 

by claims of disearay in the :Cresidents tailored clothing. 
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Tne junior of the doctors, J. Thornton Doswelt is further quoted as seyinft, 

the pictures proved that "the drawing we submitted" to the Coalission " was identical 

with the photographs." There is but a si%gle drawing fitting the singular description. 

Aat is the drawing made on the autopsy bench and reprcduced on page 197 of 

TEITVASE It shows a back injurt and no neck injury. The coctors also submitted several 

artist's Conceptions prepared from recollection and verbal descriptions, not the 

available pictures. Tty7 of these are on page 196 of ,1:11TE.3E. They show a neck 

injury. assuming Dr. Boswell meant his artist's conception rather thal, the hgenuine 

autopsy chart, the conflict here, utterly destructive to the —eport, remains 

entirely unresolved. -Lt is no even addresses, as I first pointed out in .'FIITT,nuMl. 


